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Abstract
In 2021, the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), in cooperation with the Intelligence Advanced Re-
search Project Activity (IARPA), conducted OpenASR21, the
second cycle of an open challenge series of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) technology for low-resource languages. The
OpenASR21 Challenge was offered for 15 low-resource lan-
guages. Five of these languages were new in 2021. OpenASR21
also introduced a case-sensitive scoring track on a wider set of
data genres for three of the new languages, as a proxy for as-
sessing ASR performance on proper nouns. The paper gives
an overview of the challenge setup and results. Fifteen teams
from seven countries made at least one required valid submis-
sion. 504 submissions were scored. Results show that ASR
performance under a severely constrained training condition is
still a challenge, with the best Word Error Rate (WER) ranging
from 32% (Swahili) to 68% (Farsi). However, improvements
over OpenASR20 were made by augmenting training data with
perturbation and text-to-speech techniques along with system
combination.
Index Terms: automatic speech recognition, evaluation, low-
resource, conversational speech, news broadcast, topical broad-
cast, case sensitivity, IARPA MATERIAL, Amharic, Can-
tonese, Farsi, Georgian, Guarani, Javanese, Kazakh, Kurmanji
Kurdish, Mongolian, Pashto, Somali, Swahili, Tagalog, Tamil,
Vietnamese

1. Introduction
ASR technology performance is a long-standing human lan-
guage technology (HLT) research area. NIST began conduct-
ing ASR tests in the 1980s with English read speech in lim-
ited domains. A series of Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech
Recognition (LVCSR) tests were conducted in the 1990s in col-
laboration with the Spoken Language Program of Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Over time, more
data and data genres were added, as well as other high-resource
languages such as Arabic and Spanish. [1] and [2] provide syn-
opses of these tests over time. The DARPA Effective, Afford-
able, Reusable Speech-to-Text (EARS) program ran from 2002
to 2004 and also was the start of the 2002-2009 Rich Transcrip-
tion (RT) evaluation series.[3] The 2006-2011 DARPA Global
Autonomous Language Extraction (GALE) program included
an ASR component that continued to further ASR evaluation.[4]
Performance improved over years of repeat testing in these pro-
grams, reaching near human transcription accuracy for some
languages and genres.

HLT applications, including ASR (in its own right and also
as a feeder to downstream technologies such as machine trans-
lation), are becoming more widely available to more of the
world’s native speakers of low-resource languages. A need

for improved HLT performance in low-resource settings, along
with HLT generally maturing and expanding into more chal-
lenging areas, have led to increased research interest in the area
of HLT for low-resource languages in recent years, as laid out in
[5], for example. Several programs and workshops reflect this
increased interest. From 2012 to 2016, IARPA conducted the
IARPA Babel program, which tested rapid development of ASR
and keyword search technologies for languages with little tran-
scribed data available.[6] The Workshop on Spoken Language
Technologies for Under-Resourced Languages (SLTU) has been
held biannually since 2008, and most recently as the 1st
Joint Workshop on Spoken Language Technologies for Under-
resourced Languages and Collaboration and Computing for
Under-Resourced Languages (CCURL) in 2020.[7] The series
is slated to continue in 2022 as the 1st Annual Meeting of the
ELRA/ISCA Special Interest Group on Under-Resourced Lan-
guages (SIGUL).1 ASR challenges for specific low-resource
language groups have recently been held in the context of such
series, for example for low-resource Indian languages.[8],[9]
The Workshop on Resources and Technologies for Indigenous,
Endangered and Lesser-resourced Languages in Eurasia (EU-
RALI)2 is another recent initiative, scheduled for 2022.

Against this background, NIST hosts the OpenASR Chal-
lenge series.[10] It originated as a spin-off of the IARPA Ma-
chine Translation for English Retrieval of Information in Any
Language (MATERIAL) program, which encompassed more
tasks, with an overall goal of effective triage and analysis of
large amounts of data in less-studied languages.[11] Every year
of MATERIAL was accompanied by a simplified smaller evalu-
ation open to all, with a focus on a particular technology aspect
relevant to MATERIAL. The open challenges aim to test core
technology capabilities, such as ASR, that are expected to ulti-
mately support the overall MATERIAL task.

The first OpenASR Challenge, OpenASR20, focused
on assessing the state of the art of ASR for low-resource
languages.[12],[13] The task was to perform ASR on speech
data in these languages, producing written text output. This
challenge motivated the special session “OpenASR20 and Low
Resource ASR Development” at INTERSPEECH 2021.[14]
Due to the interest in OpenASR20, a second cycle of this chal-
lenge was conducted a year later as OpenASR21. Fifteen low-
resource languages were offered. All ten OpenASR20 lan-
guages were repeated with the same datasets; five were new
additions for 2021. Also new in 2021 were dedicated datasets
from more varied genres that were offered with a case-sensitive
scoring track for some of the languages, as a proxy for assessing
ASR performance on proper nouns. The challenge series con-
tinues to make use of only existing data, thus offering an afford-

1https://sigul-2022.ilc.cnr.it
2https://sites.google.com/view/eurali/
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able evaluation option for multiple languages. The OpenASR
Challenges are implemented as a track of NIST’s Open Speech
Analytic Technologies (OpenSAT) evaluation series.[15]

2. Challenge Setup
This section gives an abbreviated overview of the protocols used
to conduct OpenASR21. For a more detailed description, please
refer to the OpenASR21 Challenge Evaluation Plan.[16]

2.1. Languages and Tracks

The OpenASR21 Challenge was offered for 15 low-resource
languages (shorthand in parentheses); all ten OpenASR20 lan-
guages as well as five new ones: Amharic (AMH), Cantonese
(CAN), Farsi (FAR) (new), Georgian (GEO) (new), Guarani
(GUA), Javanese (JAV), Kazakh (KAZ) (new), Kurmanji Kur-
dish (KUR), Mongolian (MON), Pashto (PAS), Somali (SOM),
Swahili (SWA) (new), Tagalog (TAG) (new), Tamil (TAM), and
Vietnamese (VIE). Teams could attempt as many of the 15 lan-
guages as they wished.

OpenASR21 had two scoring tracks, each with its own
datasets. The case-insensitive scoring (CIS) track was offered
for all 15 languages. System output on the CIS EVAL datasets
was scored using case-insensitive scoring. For the ten languages
repeated from OpenASR20, the datasets remained identical, al-
lowing for comparability over time. The case-sensitive scor-
ing (CSS) track was offered for three of the new languages -
KAZ, SWA, and TAG. System output on these three datasets
was scored using case-sensitive scoring; words capitalized dif-
ferently from the reference transcript were not counted as a
match. For any language attempted, processing the CIS EVAL
dataset was mandatory. Processing the additional CSS EVAL
dataset, if available, was optional.

2.2. Training Conditions

The OpenASR21 Challenge offered three different training
conditions: Constrained (CONSTR), Constrained-plus (CON-
STR+), and Unconstrained (UNCONSTR). For any language
processed, a CONSTR training condition was mandatory. The
other conditions were optional.

The CONSTR condition severely limited training data re-
sources. The only speech data permissible for training under
this condition was a specific ten-hour set provided by NIST
for the language being processed. Additional text data from
any language was permissible for training if provided under
the challenge or publicly available. The CONSTR condition
allowed for comparison across teams.

The CONSTR+ condition, new in 2021, followed the same
training data restrictions as CONSTR, but additionally allowed
publicly available and previously existing speech pretrained
models, created from unlabeled speech data in any language,
and created from labeled speech data in any language except
the language being processed.

In the UNCONSTR condition, teams were allowed to use
speech data outside of the provided 10-hour training set and
additional publicly available speech and text data from any lan-
guage. UNCONSTR training allowed for evaluating the effect
of additional training data on performance.

Teams were required to declare any permissible additional
data used in their system description.

Table 1: BUILD, DEV, and EVAL data resources.

Dataset Audio Text

BUILD, CONSTR and CONSTR+ 10 hours Unlimited
BUILD, UNCONSTR Unlimited Unlimited
DEV 10 hours n/a
EVAL 5 hours n/a

Table 2: BUILD, DEV, and EVAL dataset file and transcribed
word counts. datasets are CIS unless specified as CSS.

BUILD DEV EVAL
Language Files Words Files Words Files Words

AMH 122 64,391 123 65,763 64 33,241
CAN 120 96,943 120 95,893 69 50,087
FAR 120 62,909 120 67,122 384 38,899
GEO 123 68,870 124 69,192 70 31,862
GUA 134 68,984 124 71,285 62 36,199
JAV 122 64,047 122 68,765 62 33,638
KAZ 130 61,005 140 60,086 66 32,793
KAZ CSS 154 66,924 155 68,211 212 32,703
KUR 133 82,418 132 77,930 66 38,479
MON 126 90,258 124 90,260 60 44,306
PAS 131 108,509 136 108,713 60 50,693
SOM 132 87,670 126 85,666 66 44,951
SWA 128 63,016 142 62,247 74 31,341
SWA CSS 159 66,623 159 69620 188 36,557
TAG 132 64,298 146 64,334 96 32,412
TAG CSS 169 79,324 167 82,836 264 39,349
TAM 125 70,980 125 71,107 64 36,057
VIE 126 111,952 132 112,029 68 56,048

2.3. Data

The data used in the challenge consisted of speech in three
different genres: conversational speech (CS), news broadcast
(NB), and topical broadcast (TB). The CIS datasets consisted
of only CS data while the CSS datasets consisted of a mix of
all three genres. Teams received distinct datasets for system
training (BUILD), development (DEV), and evaluation (EVAL)
for each of the languages. The data were sampled at 8kHz,
44.1kHz, or 48kHz and provided in .sph or .wav format, de-
pending on the language and genre. The BUILD set also in-
cluded a lexicon and a language specification document. The
data for most of the languages were originally collected for the
IARPA Babel program and are described in more detail in the
IARPA Babel Data Specifications for Performers.[17] The So-
mali data stemmed from the IARPA MATERIAL program. [18]
gives a more detailed overview of the MATERIAL corpora.

Table 1 lists the BUILD, DEV, and EVAL audio and text
data amounts per language. Table 2 lists the number of audio
files and the approximate number of words in the BUILD, DEV,
and EVAL datasets for each language.

2.4. Metrics

The submitted text output was scored by computing Word Error
Rate (WER) as the primary metric, as implemented in the sclite
tool of NIST’s Speech Recognition Scoring Toolkit SCTK.[19]
WER is the sum of errors (deletions, insertions, and substitu-
tions) in the ASR output compared to a human reference tran-
scription, divided by the total number of words in the reference
transcription:
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WER =
#Deletions+#Insertions+#Substitutions

#ReferenceWords
(1)

For the CSS evaluation datasets, WER was calculated case-
sensitively. Character Error Rate (CER) was also computed.
CER is computed like WER, but at the character instead of word
level.

Teams also had to self-report time and memory resources
used by their ASR system(s). The time information was used
to compute a run time factor, compared to the real time of the
audio data processed, as a secondary metric. The memory re-
sources provided insight into the resources required to use the
ASR system(s). CER and self-reported time and memory re-
sources are not reported in this paper.

3. Participation
Originally, 26 teams from 13 countries registered to participate.
Ultimately, 15 teams from seven countries made at least one
valid CONSTR submission on at least one language’s EVAL
dataset, as required. The total number of valid submissions was
504. A list of participating organizations with their team names
as used in the results is provided on NIST’s OpenASR21 Chal-
lenge Results page.[20]

4. Results and Analyses
In this section, we present OpenASR21 key results and analyses
for teams with at least one valid CONSTR EVAL submission.
Figure 1 shows the best WER score for each team in the CIS
track. The languages are ordered by best WER in the CON-
STR training condition. Within each language, teams are or-
dered from best to worst WER. We note performance varies by
language. In general, performance improves for training condi-
tions with more data, as expected, with CONSTR+ having bet-
ter WER than CONSTR, and UNCONSTR having better WER
than CONSTR+. The CONSTR+ condition has the largest gain,
which is encouraging since the additional data came from exist-
ing pretrained models at no additional cost.

As noted in the setup section, the purpose of the CSS track
is to serve as a proxy for ASR performance on proper nouns,
which we equate to capitalized words. Figure 2 shows the best
WER score for each team in the CSS track. We see trends simi-
lar to those in the CIS track, in that ASR performance differs by
language and by training condition, but the language and train-
ing effect are less pronounced in the CSS track.

As mentioned in the data section, in addition to CS speech,
the CSS dataset included NB and TB genre data to provide the
test data with enough proper noun coverage for the results to be
meaningful. As a result, the dataset used in the CSS track is not
the same as that used in the CIS track, and thus we cannot make
a direct comparison on the CS data portion to see the effect of
casing. Instead, we scored the CSS submissions with two scor-
ing settings, preserving vs. not preserving case. The absolute
difference in WER between preserving case and not for the best
CONSTR track submissions ranges between 0.82% and 2.50%.

To gain a clearer understanding of ASR performance on
proper nouns, we computed four additional statistics: (1) the
number of capitalized words the system got correct, (2) the
number of capitalized words the system got wrong, (3) the num-
ber of capitalized words the system got wrong due to case, and
(4) the number of capitalized words the system got wrong not
due to case. These counts are shown as percentages in Figure 3

Figure 1: Best WER in the CIS track achieved by each team for
the language(s) and training condition(s) they participated in
(CONSTR top, CONSTR+ middle, UNCONSTR bottom). Lan-
guages ordered by best WER in the CONSTR condition. Y-axis
is limited to 100% for legibility.

and Figure 4, respectively. We note that the percentages of cap-
italized words that the systems got wrong are higher than those
they got right. Of those they got wrong, the majority was due to
getting the word wrong rather than mixing up the word casing,
which suggests that recognizing proper nouns is still challeng-
ing even if case is not a concern.

Because the CSS dataset had a variety of genres, we also
looked at genre effect. Figure 5 shows the WER for the three
genres. We note that CS is more challenging than NB and TB,
which presumably is due to the less structured nature of CS
speech.

Ten of the 15 languages in OpenASR21 are repeats from
OpenASR20, allowing us to track performance over time. Fig-
ure 6 shows the best WER achieved for each language across
the two OpenASR challenges. The sign test was performed
and found that the difference between the two challenges is
significant at the 95% confidence level for all languages. The
gain, however, was achieved by a different team, so there could
also be a team effect. The three best scoring teams from Ope-
nASR20 also participated in OpenASR21, and the results of
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Figure 2: Best WER in the CSS track per language and training
condition (CONSTR top, CONSTR+ bottom, no participation
for UNCONSTR). Languages ordered by best CONSTR WER.

Figure 3: Percentage of capitalized words that systems got right
(cyan) and wrong (red) from the best scoring CSS submissions
in the CONSTR training condition.

the sign test on their 2020 vs. 2021 WERs indicate that the
gains from TalTech in Amharic and Vietnamese and THUEE in
Guarani are significant at the 95% confidence level. The top
scoring team in OpenASR21 attributes the key gain to be effec-
tive use of additional data generation using text-to-speech and
data perturbation techniques, along with system combination.

5. Conclusions
The OpenASR21 Challenge was the second OpenASR Chal-
lenge NIST conducted in collaboration with IARPA to assess
current ASR performance for languages with low training data
resources. Fifteen languages with three training conditions were
offered. OpenASR21 also introduced a case-sensitive scoring
track as a proxy to ASR performance on proper nouns for three
of the 15 languages. 15 teams from seven countries participated
meeting the submission requirements. The results show that
ASR performance in the CONSTR training condition, in which
all teams were provided with only ten hours of speech data for

Figure 4: Percentage of capitalized words that systems got
wrong due to case (pink) or not (red) from the best scoring CSS
submissions in the CONSTR training condition.

Figure 5: WER across the three genres for CONSTR training in
the CSS track.

Figure 6: Best WER achieved for each language across Ope-
nASR20 and OpenASR21 for CONSTR training in the CIS track.

training, is still a challenge, with some languages presenting
more difficulty than others. Moreover, improvement was seen
over the best WER for all repeat languages from OpenASR20,
and is attributed to augmenting the data using text-to-speech
and perturbation techniques as well as system combination.
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